February, 2015

Here we are into January and if you think nothing is going on, you are wrong. We
have been having a lot of fun doing indoor flying. Even if you don’t have an indoor
plane to fly, the guys are having fun watching and there is a lot of story telling going
on.

If that’s not enough, the dinners out with the club are a great success and I can tell
you for a fact that our wives just love it. These dinners will be on Wednesdays, so
not to interfere with Thursday flying, watch Fred’s emails for times and places for
these events.
We have such a wonderful addition to our club, Bill Wheeler, his on Caleb and
daughters Rebecca and Amanda, all received their solo wings at indoor flying Thursday—congratulations to all!

From Mark Harrison:
I was looking though the August 2014 copy of Model Aviation and I came across
the Thermix 13 Sail Plane. This sail plane was designed for electric setup and I
needed a sit down plane that would replace my Butterfly plane I was using the last
two years. I was also in need of a good fun scratch build plane to help me though
the winter. Attached are a few photos of my progress on this build, I will update
more photos in the next newsletter. I'm building this as one solid wing which will be
103" long. I had to measure my Subaru Forester to make sure it will fit and it did.
Once finished I will be able to fasten the wing on with one nylon bolt, slap in a battery in the top hatch and I will be ready to fly very quickly.
Photo One: Completed plane per magazine
Photo Two: 1/4 of the wing construction
Photo Three: 1/2 of wing construction.

Flying at Frankfort

This was a 3 pointer!

Trying to enter basket from the
bottom. 5 minute penalty!

From Chris:
Here is a picture of some small clamps I
picked up at Harbor Freight. They work great
for holding things ‘til the glue dries, and the
best part is they are 6 for $1.00

Changing battery terminals can be tricky. Clip and work with one wire at a time.
Shorting battery wires can be a fire hazard and ruin the battery in a heartbeat. After you clip a wire, put a piece of shrink rap over the wire so you don’t forget.
I use a 140 watt soldering gun to do by solder connections with and it gives me
plenty of heat.

After making the connection, slide your shrink wrap up the wire and shrink it on to
your new connection. This will help protect from creating a short when you install
the other wire.
If you are like me, you need 4 hands to do this. So, I made a simple wire holder
out of a block of wood and two clothespins. The wood clothes pins also help reduce the possibility of having a shorted circuit.

